
The Advaita 

Concept of Prama 

Nyaya and Vedanta both are authoritarian rationalistic systems 

of philosophy, since both believe in the authority of the Vedas. 

Consequently, both the systems have given more emphasis on 

suffering of man rather than the change of worldly objects or the 

distinction between appearance and reality. The subject matters like 

the · distinction between appearance and reality, also change or 

evolution of worldly objects, specially in Vedanta, come under the 

purv1ew of philosophical discussion secondarily as they are 

primarily akin to explain the end of suffering and goal of liberation. 

(mok~a). Although both the systems have the common goal, the 

approaches of explaining the Universe as a whole (dNti) being 

different they come in conflict in each other regarding the concepts 

and also technical terms (paribha~a) of the Vedas. Interestingly, 

inspite of these conflicts the Nyaya, so far the classical texts are 

concerned, has not taken Vedanta as opponents (purvapak~a) 

seriously. Vedanta, among the authoritarian systems, had an 
I 

important place Ill the history of Indian philosophy. But the 

emergence of the Neo-Naiyayikas have shadowed the glamour of 

Vedanta. Navya-Nyaya becomes the lamp or search light of studies 

(pradfpasarvavidytinamupayal;z) 1
• Dharmaraja Adhvarindra follows 

the Nyaya logic for explaining Advaita- Vedanta in his monograph 

(prakarw}a) "Vedanta-paribha~a" and presents a fitted answer to 

the Naiyayikas. But the Naiyayikas have yet to respond to 
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Adhvarindra. Thus re-examination of Vedanta-paribha~a, for 

explaing Nyaya epistemology in modern times, becomes en essential 

one. 

The term 'advaita' means non-dualism. By 'non-dualism', 

some thinkers understood monism. But 'non-dualism' and 'monism' 

are not synonymous. The term 'monism' signifies the trend towards 

definite description. But the Advaitins seems to describe Brahman in 

an obscure way. Brahman, in this system is described in a negative 

way (by the method of 'neti neti '). It is described as 

attributeh~ss (nirgw}a), having no limiting adjuncts (nirupadhika), 

having no limited existence i.e. all pervading (vibhu), not capable of 

being described (anirvacan7ya). The Advaitins, however, have 

accepted three types of reality, viz. transcendental (paramarthika), 

phenomenal (vyavaharika) and apparent (pratibha~ika) as a starting 

point of theorization only. The transcendental reality (paramarthika 

satta) is the ultimate goal of life. And, this transcendental reality is 

indescribable (anirvacanTya). Hence, the term 'advaita' should be 

understood as 'non-dualism' rather than 'monism'. 

This Absolute Reality is Pure Consciousness (ViSuddha 

Caitanya) i.e. something positive and at the same time it is 

indescribable (anirvacaniya). It is not just an apex of thought which 

signifies the unattainability of that imaginary object. Absolute 

Reality of the Advaiti~s is very much attainable and enjoyable but 

this enjoyment ·cannot be described by words. As the enjoyment of 

the Absolute Reality (Brahman) cannot be incarnated by words, it is 

not within the purview of epistemology (pramiil}astistra). Now, the 

question is : what is the need of epistemology in Advaita Vedanta? 

It is earlier mentioned that epistemology (pramtil)astistra) presents 

meta-physics in a sound way. Now the question is : How does 

epistemology play this role in this system? Real, in this system, in 
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our opinion, Is a unified substratum underlying many, but not one, 

because it is indescribable. Hence, without the acceptance of 

diversity one cannot say that within these apparent diversities there 

is harmony. This harmony is in terms of Brahman or Atman. 

Common people cannot cognize this attributeless Brahman 

without its conception. This is why the Vedantins advocates for 

theorization that Brahman has two types of charcterstic feature -

essential (svarupa) and secondary (ta{asrha). The essential 

characterstics of an object remains as long as the object remains 

("Yavallak~yakala manavasthitatve sati yadsyavartakam "2
. But the 

secondary characterstic feature is essentialto give a panorama of 

realityso that one becomes acquainted with it. These seconmdary 

features are true only in the phenomenal level bit false in the 

transcendental level. After cognizing the true nature of phenomenal 

objects a tendency to transcend these arises in one's mind. Unless 

one cogmzes the phenomenal world, one cannot reach the . 

transcendental world. Thus epistemology (pramtil}asastra), In 

Advaita Vedanta, vouches for falsity only but not for truth. 

Phenomenal world is just the laddar for the origination of a 

tendency to acquire the Absolute Reality. Hence the Upanisadic 

seers have suggested three methods of the self-realization - hearing 

(srava~a), thinking (manana) and meditation {nidhidhyasana). The 

Gita also suggests to adopt the best method of learning "paripatena 

paripras'nena sevaya". ~hus, epistemology (pramtil}asastra), in this 

system also, is essential to present the metaphysical part in a sound 

way. 

Advaitins hold that non-contradiction (avadhita) is the crucial 

mark (lak~ana) of valid cognition (prama). Dharmaraja Adhvarindra 

is in a little bit of doebt, in the first chapter of Vedanta-paribha~a. 

whether non-contradiction (avadhita) is taken as the only mark of 
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valid cognition. Because some Indian thinkers also advocate that 

'prior unknown' (anadhigata) is also one of the mark of valid 

cognition (pramii). If memory (smrti) comes under the purview of 

valid cognition then that cognition lacks the property of novelty, 

since memory originates· from bare mental impressions only 

(samskara matra) cognized before. So these thinkers exclude 

memory from the purview of valid cognition (pramii). But, some 

thinkers argue that even in memory there is novelty. Because, in the 

case of memory the object is past experience itself and it is known 

as different in different moments and the objects are not tautologies. 

Adhvarindra does not enter into the controversy whether in the case 

of memory there is novelty or it is a mere repitition of the same. So, 

he puts two definitions of valid cognition (pramii) in the first 

chapter of his monograph - 'Vediinta-paribhii§li' of which one 

definition includes memory (smrti) as valid cognition (prama) and 

the other definition excludes memory (smrti) from the purview of 

valid cognition3
. 

The first definition which excludes memory (smrti) from the 

purview of valid cognition runs thus :- a valid cognition Is that 

cognition having some object as its content which 1s not 

contradicted by any other cognition and which is not known before 

(tatra smrti vyavrttam 

prainatvamanadhigataviidhitarthavisayakaj fiatvam). Here the term 

'unacquired' (anadhigdta) excludes memory from the purview of 

valid cognition. And, the second definition includes memory which 

runs thus :- a valid cognition is that cognition having some object as 

its content which is not contradicted by any other cognition (smrti 

sadhiiranantu aviidhitarthavisayakaj fiatvam). 

If the second definition is accepted then there is no problem in 

explaining persistent cognition (dhiiriiviihika jfiana). But, if the first 
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definition is accepted, some thinkers hold, then the definition 

suffers from the fallacy of under coverage (avyapti). Because, while 

someone is percieving an object more then one. moment then the 

perception of the object of second moment and the rest only repeats 

the same object and consequently, there is no novelty in subsequent 

moments. But in Advaita-Vediinta persistent cognition (dhtirtivtihika 

j fiana) is considered as an instance of valid cognition -- hence, a 

paradox follows. 

Adhvarindra presents two solutuions to get rid of this 

objection. One is borrowed from the Bhatta Mimamsakas and the 

other is from the Advaitins point of view. 

From the Bhatta's point of view, it is argued that in the case 

of persistent cognition (dhiiriiviihika j fiana) time (kiila) is also 

involved to that object of cognition. Although, time has no colour 

(riipa), it is an undeniable fact that different time moments are 

perceptible through our senses. So m the case of persistent 

cognition (dhtiriivtihika jfiana), though the bare object is the same, 

different time moments make the content of the object novel. So, the 

perception of the object, in the case of persistent cognition 

(dhtiriiviihika jfiana), at the first moment is different from the 

perception of object at subsequent moments. So, 'novelty' remams 

in the case of persistent cognition (dhtirtivtihika jfiana) also. 

Secondly,. from the point of view of the Advaitins ontological 

set up it is argued that in the case of persistent cognition 

(dhiiriiviihika jfiana), we cognize the same object. Because here the 

same modification of mind ( antal}kara1'}avrtti) persists through 

different time moments. A modification of mind (antal]kara11avrtti) 

for Advaitins, persists till another counter modification of mind 

(antahkaranavrtti) originates. As the modification of mind is the 
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same, the corresponding cognition Is also the same. From the 

Advaitins point of view, we have only one mental modification 

( anta1Jkara7Javrtti) vis-a-vis one cognition in different time moments 

of persistent cognition also. So the question of repitition of 

cognition does not arise at all in this system4
. 

Let us justify the crucial mark (lak§af}a) of valid cognition 

(pramii), viz., non-contradiction ( aviidhita). It is said that a 

cognition would be valid if and only if it is not contradicted by 

subsequent cognition. But the Advaitins have recognised three types 

of reality (satta) -- viz., transcendental (piiramiirthika), phenomenal 

(vyavahiirika) and apparent (priitibhiisika). Cognition of 'rope as 

snake' is apparent (priitibhiisika), because such cognitions have no 

use to lead our practical life and also contradicted by cognitions 

which serve our practical (vyavahiirika) life. So apparent cognitions 

are instances of invalid cognition (apramii). And when we percieve 

'a snake as a snake', then our cognition is a valid one (prama). 

Because such cognitions are not contradicted (viidhita) by 

subsequent mundane (vyavahiirika) cognitions. But, the Advaitins 

consider transcendental reality (piiramiirthika sattii) or cognition of 

Pure Consciousness (Brahman) only as the only Ultimate Reality. 

When one realizes Pure Consciousness, all the so called usefull 

cognitions of common sense become meaningless (mithyii) to him. 

The phenomenal (vyavqhiirika) cognitions are also contradicted by 

transcendental (piiramdrthika) cognition. So, some thinkers hold 

that the Advaita definition of valid cognition (pramii) is affected by 

the fallacy of under coverage (avyapti). Adhvarindra, here, ,argues 

that phenomenal or mundane (vyavahiirika) cognitions are only 

contradicted (viidhita) by transcendental (piiramiirthika) cognition 

and not by any phenomenal cognition (Atmaniscayat Brahma 

sCik§atkaraparyantam ity1irtha/. So the definition of valid cognition 
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(pramii) does not suffer from the fallacy of under coverage 

(avyapti). 

Now one may argue that apparent cognitions (priitibhasika) 

may also not be contradicted by other apparent cognitions 

(pratibhasika). Apparent cognitions (pratibhasika) are only 

contradicted by phenomenal one (vyavahiirika). So the Advaitins 

definition of valid cognition (prama) is affected by the fallacy of 

over coverage (ativyapti). Hence, the answer of Adhvarindra would 

be that conditions ( epistemic I non-epistemic) for the emergence of 

transcendental (paramarthika) cognition and the conditions for the 

emergence of mundane or phenomenal (vyavaharika) cognitions are 

totally different. But the conditions for the emergence of both 

mundane (vyavahiirika) as well as apparent (priitibhasika) 

cognitions are the same. Having the similar conditions ( epistemic. I 

non-epistemic) apparent cognition is contradicted by mundane or 

phenomenal (vyavahiirika) cognition. Hence, the definition of valid 

cognition (prama) does not suffer from the fallacy of over coverage 

(ativyapti). 

Validity (priimfu;zya), for Adhvarindra, persists ·both In 

memory (smrti) and immediate experience (anubhuti). What IS a 

valid cognition (prama) ? Adhvarindra finally presents his own 

definition of valid cognition in Chapter-VI of Vedanta-paribha~a as 

- 'when something is c
1
ognized as having some property where that 

property actually exists and is the efficacious to successful 

inclination which originates either from memory or from immediate 

expenences 1s called valid cognition (tathahi 

smrtyiinubhavasadharanam samvadipravrttyiinukulam tadvati 

tatprakarakam jfiatvam prama7Jyaml. 
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Visvanatha holds that valid cognition (prama) 1s attribute

generated (gul}ajanya), because the general conditions 

(jiianasamcmyasamagrfprayojyam) remains both in the case of valid 

cognition as well as invalid cognition. Adhvarindra does not find 

any justification for supportuing Visvanatha's view: If valid 

cognition, for him, is considered as attribute-generated (guna 

janya); there would be eternal relation (nitya sambandha) between 

valid cognition (prama) and attribute (gul}a). ·But no such relation is 

found between valid cognition (prama) and attribute (gul}a). 

Visvanatha further holds that sense-object-contact (indriyartha 

sannikar~a), consideration i.e. the cognition of probans existing on 

the subject (liliga paramarsa), cognition of significance (tatparya 

j fiana) and cognition of similarity (sadrsya j fiana) is the attribute 

(gw;za) of perception, inference, verbal testimony and comparison 

respectively. But, Adhvarindra shows that if sense-object-contact be 

the attribute of perception, then in each and every case of perceptual 

cognition the sense-object-contact would exist. But, for the 

perception of colour etc., (rupadi) and for the perception of the soul 

such contact is not possible. Because for sense-object-contact our 

sense-organ might contact with the part (avayava) of the object, 

viz., colour, etc. But colour, etc., (rupiidi), the soul (atma) is having 

no part (avayava). But, inspite of the absence of the part (avayava) 

we perc1eve such objects. Therefore sense-object-contact 

(indriyartha sannikar~a) 1s not the necessary condition for 

perceptual cognition. Hence, perceptual valid cognitions (pratyak~a 

prama) are not attribute-generated (gul}a janyai. 

The same holds good in the case of inference, verbal 

testimony and comparison also. For Visvanatha, cognition of the 

actual existence of the probans in the subject (salldzga pariimarsa) 

is the attribute of inference (anumiina). But Adhvarindra shows that 
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inspite of the existence of defective probans In the subject 

(asa/linga paramarsa) some inferences are taken as valid which is 

not. contradicted by getting the desired object ( asallinga 

paramarsadisthabhapi visayaviidhena anumityadeh pramatvat/. 

Moreover, the Naiyayikas also consider two types of argument viz., 

bad argument (kutarka) and good argument (sutarka). A bad 

argument (kutarka) is that which contradicts with the assertions of 

the Vedas i.e. sometimes the proper logical form i.e the actual 

existence of the probans on the subject (sallinga paramarsa) which 

has been taken as the attribute of inference, has been denied and its 

contradictory assertion is accepted. Thus there is no need to 

consider any attribute more and above the general conditions for the 

origination of valid cognition (pramii). 

Again, inspite of the presence of the sense-object-contact for 

perceptual cognition, we sometimes mistake the white conchshell as 

the yellow one. This instance at least shows that the presence of 

attribute (guna) is not the special condition (asadharana karana). 

Because, we have seen in Chapter-11 of this thesis that Visvanatha 

supports the Old-Naiyayika's view of instrumental condition 

(karana). The Old-N aiyayikas defines instrumental condition in the 

sense that which being present the effect immediately follows 

(phalayoga vyavacchinnam asadharanam karanam karanam). This 

inconsistency, perhaps, is felt by Visvanatha himself. This is why he 

also considers himself that the presence of attribute (guna) and the 

absence of defects (dosa) taken together is the cause for the 

origination of valid cognition (pramii). Hence, Adhvarindra, in the 

first argument shows that the acceptance of attribute is not 

necessary for explaining the origination of valid cognition (pramii) 

and concludes that the presence of the general conditions 
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(siidhiirana kiirana) along with the absence of defects (do~a) 1s the 

cause for the origination of valid cognition (prama). 

Now, the opponents may argue that the acceptance of general 

conditions (sadhiirana kiirana) as the cause of valid cognition 

(pramii) is affected by the fallacy of over coverage ( ativyapti). 

Because, the general conditions present both in the case of valid 

cognitions as well as invalid cognitions. Adhvarindra, here, argues 

that for the emergence of valid cognitions the mere presence of 

general conditions is not sufficient, but the absence of defects 

(dosabhava) is also necessary. Thus he concludes that invalid 

cognition is due to the presence of defective general conditions and 

valid cognition is due to the presence of general conditions which 

are not affected by any defect (na caivam apramapi prama syat 

jfianasamanyasiimagryavisesaditi vacyam/ do{O:bhavasyapi 

hetutvangikarat/. 

Now the question 1s : how validity (pramiilJya) of a certain 

cognition, for Vedantins, be cognized or be apprehended ? Is the 

validity (pramii1Jya) be cognized simultaneously along with the 

origination of that cognition in question ? The Advaitins, unlike the 

N aiyayikas, answer it positively, i.e. they believe in the intrinsic 

validity of cognition (svata~-priimanyavada). A cognition would be 

intrinsically valid only if the validity of cognition is conditioned by 

the very conditions i which condition the cognition itself 

(yavatsviis'rayagriihakasamagrfg-cahyatvam). 

The Advaitins, generally, define validity (prlimiiflya) with 

regard to non-contradictory character (aviidhitatva). But for the 

ascertainment of a particular cognition whether it is contradictory or 

not, we have to depend upon subsequent cognition. Because it is 

absurd to suppose that a cognition is from within as incapable of 
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contradiction m future. Goudabrahmanandi like thinkers here 

suggest that contradictory character ( avadhitatva) has to be 

explained as 'the property of being a cognition of anything which 

has not been to be contradictory so far (pramiil}yam 

vyavaharaklilavacchinnasya mithylitvaniscayavi{ayatvasya ya as~ 

raya~ tadvi~ayakadhisvarupam/ 0 . If validity is taken in this sense 

even then the cognition is intrinsically true only from the point of 

view of apprehension (jniipti) and not from the point of view of 

origination (utpatti). So, Madhusudana Sarasvati argues that non

contradictedness (avlidhitatva) refers not merely to the absence of 

contradiction at the time of knowing (vyavaharakalabadhyatva), but 

also to the absence of contradiction in future. 

Madhusudana goes a further step and suggests that the term 

'unacquired' (anadhigata), to keep the Advaita theory on the track 

of phenomenal demand, has a prime value. He upholds that validity 

(pramlitzya) is 'the property of being a certain apprehansion of an 

object which was previously unknown 

(ajfiatarthaniscayatmakatvameva pramliJJyamasmatpak§e) 11
• Truth in 

this sense, Mohanty's observation on Madhusudana's claim, 

"satisfies three needs : it is capable of being apprehended svatah as 

the theory demands, and further it can account for unwavering 

activity (ni~campa pravrtti) as the phenomenal demand . it does not 

belong to error, for the content of erroneous apprehension, e.g the 

snake in rope-snake illhsion, exists only when it is been perceived 

and therefore has no unknown existence (ajiiata satta)" 12 

It is true that this explanation saves the Advaita theory from 

the fallacy of over coverage (ativyapti) with regards to doubt 

(sarhsaya), because for the perception of 'rope as snake' pnor 

perception of rope and snake is needed and the above definition 

excludes prior cognition (adhigata) from the purview of valid 
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cognition. It is also true that such prior unacquired cognitions are 

only cognized by the witness-consciousness (sak~l-caitanya). 

But the definition fails to distinguish between error 

(viparyaya) and valid cognition (pramii). Because, prior unacquired 

error cognition may have the certainty also confirmed by the 

Witness-consciousness (sak~i-caitanya) from the very beginning of 

the origination of that cognition. To save the theory from this 

change Madhusudana equates valid cognitionhood (pramiitva) with 

cognitionhood (j fianatva). Truth (pramiilJya), for him, predicated to 

cognition only. Error is not a species of cognition at all. Error 

(viparyaya) is totally excluded from the purview of cognition 

(jfiana), and, yet he defines cognition in terms of error and vice

versa. Consequently, the fallacy of circularity (cakrakado~a) 

follows. 

Adhvarindra does not think that error (viparyaya) and right 

cognition (pramii) are two parallel concepts, rather he thinks like 

the N aiyayikas that error and right cognition are the two species of 

cognition in general. Because both the species of cognition originate 

from the general conditions (jfianasamanyasamagri prayojyam). 

This is why Adhvarindra finally, unlike Madhusudana, in Chapter

VI of his Monograph (prakarwJa) "Vediinta-paribhii~ii", supports 

the definition of valid cognition (pramii) which excludes the term 

'unacquired' (anadhig~ta) and to save it from the charge of 

psychological ascertainment only (svatal} jfiapti mG.tra), he 

supplements the term 'the cognition of a determinate property which 

actually exists to that determinandum' (tadvati tatprakaraka 

j fianatvam/ 3
. 

Now, one may argue that even m phenomenal level 

(vyavahiirikadasii) some cognitions may form a coherent system in 
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such a way that the component cognitions of that system mutually 

support each other I.e. non-contradicted (aviidhita) among 

themselves but is contradicted (viidhita) by another phenomenal 

coherent system and also both the system are useful to lead our 

practical life -- in such a situation both the systems could not be 

true at the same time and therefore, only one system could be 

accepted. This is the reason, perhaps, that the term 'efficacious to 

successful inclination' (samviidipravrttyiinukulam) has been asserted 

and it has to be measured in terms of the Transcendental Truth 

(piiramiirthika sat). 'Efficacious to successful inclination' may be 

taken as the linking point between Transcendental Truth 

(piiramiirthika sat) and phenomenal truth (vyavahiirika sat). This 

could be the reason of Adhvarindra' s assertion that the instruments 

of valid cognition has two types of validity -- phenomenal and 

Transcendental (.... pramiincmiirh pramiil)yam dvividham, 

vyavahiirika tattvavedakatvam piiramiirthika 

tattvavedakatvaficeti) 14
. Otherwise, from the same condition two 

types of effect are not possible which once agatn, proves that 

phenomenal truths might have some link with the Transcendental 

Trurh. Hence, contradictory coherent systems of valid cognition, in 

Advaita theory, are not possible. The Advaita theory of valid 

cognition, therefore, aims at reaching an ever-expanding, all

inclussive method of cognition. Hence, there is no scope of grades 

of truth in phenomenal, level in this system. Besides, the system is 
I 

capable of accomodating invalid cognitions also. 

The Advaitins believe in the intrinsic truth of valid cognition 

(svata~ pramiirzyaviida). Now the question is : if cognitions are 

intrinsically valid, why there is doubt regarding the validity of some 

cognitions. A cognition would be intrinsically valid if the truth of 

cognition also is vouched for and cognized by the inherent 
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conditions of the cognition itself. Now one may argue that 

Adhvarindra' s concept of valid cognition does not arise from the 

inherent conditions only. Because, valid cognition (pramii), for him, 

is due to the presence of general conditions as well as due to the 

absence of defects and, of course, these absence of defects are not 

inherent conditions. Therefore, these external conditions are not 

grasped by the witness-consciousness (sak~i-caitanya) at the time of 

origination of the cognition. Here, Adhvarindra's answer is that 

validity of cognition (pramti1Jya) would be extrinsic only if its 

origination is conditioned by some adventitious positive entity 

(agantukabhavak?iranapek~ayameva paratastavat). But the absence 

of defects (do~abhava) is a negative entity. Therefore, the cognition 

is intrinsically valid (svata!J pramti1Jya). And as the invalidity is 

conditioned by adventitious positive entity i.e. presence of some 

defects (do~a janya) along with the presence of the general 

conditions, it is extrinsically valid (parata~ priimtil}ya/ 5
• 

*** 
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jnayate ca. Tathahi smrtyiinubhavasiidharanam 

samvadipravrttyiinukiilam ta1ivati tat prakiirakajntinatvam 

pramcil:zyam. Tacca jfilinasamtinyasiimagri prayojyam, na tu 

adhikam gUJ;wmapek~ate, pramamiitre anugataguf}abha'}t "- Ch 

VI P-87.Ibid. 

7) "N{Jpi pratyak~aprarnayiim bhuyo 'avayavendriyasannikar~ah, 

rupadi-pratyak~e atmapratyak§e ca tadbhavtit, satyapi tasmin 

"p1tal} s'amkha" iti pratyaksasya bhramlitviicca "- Ch VI P-. 
87. Ibid. 

'I"' 
8) "A taeva na saffingaparama,/aaikamapi anumityadipramiiyiim 

gul]ah, asallirigapaMmars'adisthalepi vis_.ayabadhena 

anumityadeh pramiitvat" Ibid. 
I ' 

9) "Na caivam apramapi prama syat 

fnanasamanyasamagryfivi.redaditi vacyam. Do~abhavasyapi 

hetutriingekarat. Na caivam paratastvam, 

agantukabhavakararya pek~ayafi1eva paratastavat. " Ibid. 
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10) vyavahlirakatavacchinnasya 

mithyiitvamiscayavi~ayatvasya ya fisrayal] 

ta1ivi!fayiidadhisvariipam ". Again, "Mithyiitvena alnatam yat 

tadvi~ayaka.gniinatvariipapramatvasya 

jnanasllmllf:lyagrlihakastik~igrahyatva 

riipasvatogrlihyatvasambhaviit" Advaitasiddhi, p .351-352, 

Gauqabrahamanandi. Advaitasiddhi edm. 

11) 
4#." 

"Azncrtlirtha 
. , 

mscayatmakatvameva 

pramarzyamasmiitpak§e "-Advaitaratnaraksal}am, 

Sarasvati, Advaitasiddhi edn. P .32. 

Madhusudan 

12) "Truth in this sense, Madhusudan claims, satisfies three 

needs it serves to distinguish right knowledge from error, it is 

capable of being apprehended svatah as the theory demands, 

and further it can account for unwavering activity (niskampa , 

pravrtti) as the phenomena demand. It does not belong to . 
error, for the content of erroneous apprehension, eg. The snake 

in rope-snake illusion, exists only when it is being perceived 

and therefore has no unknownd existence (ajnata sathi)." 

Gangesa's Theory of Truth, Introduction, P. 18, J.N.Mohanty. 

13) "Evamuktaniim pramanamam pramiil}yam svata eva 

utpadyate, jnayate ca. Tathflhi smrtyiinubhavasadhararJam 

samvadiprpvrttyan
1
ukulam ta"/ivati tat praklirakajffanatvam 

pram?i!Jyam. Tacca jnanasiimiinyasiimagrl prayojyam, na tu 

adhikam gul!amapek~ate, pramiimatre anugatagu'!abhtift "- Ch 

VI P-87. Ibid. 

14) "Evam niriipitanifm pramcilJCinam priimiif}yam dvividham 

wyavathlirika-tattva- -veda- -katvam pqramtirthika-
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ta ttvavedaka tra-'flce ti. Tatra Brahmasvariipavagahi 

pramalJavyatiriktiinam sarvapramarJantimadyam pramaf}yam 

tadvisayanam vyavahara-das"ayam badhabhavat. Dvitfyantu 
• 

jivabrahamaikyaparanam" sadeva someyedamagra as it" 

ityevamadeniim "Fattvamasi "ityantanam, 

jevabrahmaikyasya kalatrayav?idhyatvat. 

"Tattvam "-Padarthajniinadhlnajfianam iti 

tadvisayasya 
• 

Taccaikyam 

prathamam 

"Tat "-padiirtho lakfiama-pramlif}abhyam nirupyate. " Vedanta 

paribhii~iiprameyakiindatmiikah, Ch- 7th. P. 91 Ibid. 

15) "Jfiayate ca pram~am svatafz. Sratogriihyatvanca 

do~iibhiive sati yavatsvii/rayagrahakasamagregriihyatvarh. 

Svasrayo Vf:ttigiiiinam tadgrahakam sak§i}nanam. Teniipi 

vrthignane grhyamane tadgatam pramiil)!amapi grhyate. 

Na caivam priimavyasanisctyanupapattil], Tatra 

sani~ayanurodhena do~ayapi sattvena do~iibhiiva-ghatita

svasrayagrilhakabhiinena tatra pramal)yasyaiva agrahat. 

Yadva yiivlitsavasrayagrahakagriihyayogyatvam svatastvam 
I I -samsayasthale pramm;yasya uktayogyatii sattvehapi 

c·. do§iivasena agrahat na samsayanupapatti~. 

Apramanyantu na jffiina-samaiJya-

samagreproyogyam pramiiylimapi apramal!yapatteh. Kintu 

do~aprayogyam. N apyaprama~yam yavat

svasrayagrahakagrahyam apramapyaghataka-"Tadbhavavattva" 

dev~ttijfianTmupanltattvena sak~ina grahitu_maskyatvat. Kintu 

visanivadipravrttyadilingakanumityadivi§aya iti parata eva 

apnimaJ)yam utpadyate, jnayate ca. Ch. 6, P. 89. Ibid 
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